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Abstract (en)
A stepless punching machine for extruded section bars, preferably for roller shutters comprises essentially: moving means (10) of punching means
(20) for the section bars including at least a vertical moving punch (21) fit for punching slots in at least one of said section bar; shifting means
(30) of the punching means (20), underlying this latter, and fit to realize a stop for said at least one section bar in correspondence of a punching
condition of said section bar in which said punching means (20) punch each said section bar keeping a defined pitch; indexer means (40) to which
are connected kinematically in input said moving means (10) for driving the motion and in output are connected driving means (50) fit to drive
said shifting means (30) at the same moving direction and at a relative speed almost equal to zero as that of the forward moving section bars in
correspondence of said punching condition and with contrary direction in correspondence of a not punching condition of said machine (1) in which
said section bars move forward through this latter without being punched. <IMAGE>
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